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Abstract 
The premature failure of wind turbine gearbox bearings significantly affects the reliability of wind 
turbine operation and energy production. Damage initiated from non-metallic inclusions known as 
White Etching Cracks (WECs) has been identified as the dominant initiation mechanism that causes 
the premature failure under the influence of transient events. In this study, the factors affecting the 
initiation of subsurface damage from non-metallic inclusions were investigated by finite element 
modelling. It was found that the direction of surface traction and loading-unloading cycle had a 
detrimental effect on stress concentration at the tips of the de-bonded non-metallic inclusions in 
bearing steel. 
Keywords: White etching cracks, Wind turbine gearbox bearing, Non-metallic inclusions, Finite 
element modelling, Surface traction. 
Introduction 
It has been reported that Wind Turbine Gearbox Bearings (WTGBs) are more prone to premature 
failure than other components in these machines [1]. However, the root-causes for this premature 
failure are not fully understood. The cracks associated with steel microstructure changes known as 
White Etching Cracks (WECs) characterize the premature failure of WTGBs and result in flaking from 
the surface [2][3][4][5]. In these cracks, White Etching Area (WEA) is observed along the cracks.  
The hypotheses proposed for explaining the initiation of bearing premature failures have addressed 
both initiation on the surface of contact in the bearing raceways and initiation under the surface. Flaws 
on the surface are assumed to cause the surface initiation that result in deterioration of  surface 
damage under loading conditions [4][6][7][8][9]. It has been verified by experimental examination that 
material defects such as non-metallic inclusions act as WECs initiators by forming butterfly wings. 
These are  WEA observed around the inclusion to form a shape of butterfly wings, and this is described 
in the literature as the subsurface damage initiation hypothesis [10][11][12]. The proposed factors 
influencing the initiation are the penetration of hydrogen, plastic deformation due to overloading, 
brittle fracture due to high traction on the surface, and unconsidered loadings, such as impact load, 
causing lubrication failure [13][14][15][16]. However, a clear explanation for the initiation mechanism 
of WECs and for the effect of transient loading, such as torque reversals, has not been established so 
far. Accordingly, in the current study, a Finite Element modelling was developed for an inclusion in the 
inner raceway of the planetary bearing. The results were correlated with metallurgical examinations 
presented in previous studies and this correlation aimed to understand the effect of surface traction 
value and direction on subsurface damage initiation. 
Finite Element (FE) modelling of non-metallic inclusions inside bearing steel offers a viable solution for 
investigating the stress state around inclusions. Earlier studies have developed models to determine 
the parameters affecting the stress concentration and crack initiation due to defects such as voids and 
inclusions. Other models have aimed to correlate the damage observed from experimental 
examination, considering the stress distribution due to stress risers. In general, the models simulate 
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parts of the contacted bodies, the roller and the raceways, representing the contact zone. The models 
are two dimensional (2D) in plane strain to represents a cross-section of one of the raceways normal 
to the axial direction of the roller bearing or three dimensional (3D) including specific thickness in the 
axial direction. In some of the models, the bearing steel is modelled as a one phase homogenous 
material with elastic-plastic properties [17]. Others studies have modelled the material as multi-phase, 
with different properties [18]; and in further advanced models, a phase transformation is also included 
[19][20][21]. The load could be represented by a roller moving on the contact surface, however, many 
models represent the load between the roller and the raceways by Hertzian pressure distribution and 
sometimes with surface traction. The inclusion is normally represented by either a void or a partition 
with perfect bonding to the steel matrix. In order to obtain an insight into the range of modelling 
methodologies used to investigate the subsurface initiated damage from inclusions and voids, three 
FE models from the literature are reviewed and discussed below. 
Hiraoka, et al. [17] developed a 2D model and presented the inclusion at a distance of 1.2 mm from 
the surface as a circular void of 5 µm diameter wｷデｴ ;ﾐS ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ヵ нﾏ Iヴ;Iﾆゲ W┝デWﾐSｷﾐｪ ;デ ヴヵこ aヴﾗﾏ 
the void. The load was applied as a roller moving on the contact surface with maximum contact 
pressure of 3920 MPa. The authors compared the stress distribution around the void with a butterfly 
wings that formed the microstructural change around a non-metallic inclusion ｷﾐIﾉｷﾐWS ;デ ヴヵこが ;ゲ aﾗ┌ﾐS 
in a rolling contact fatigue test on a thrust bearing. It was shown in their study that there was better 
matching when the void was attached to the cracks. Accordingly, it was assumed that cracks initiated 
from inclusions before the formation of WEA (butterfly wings). However, in a previous study [22], it 
was found that for some butterfly wings there were no micro-cracks initiated by the inclusion, and 
thus the assumption of pre-existing cracks was not fully representative of the butterfly wings 
formation.   
Another 2D model was developed by M. Cerullo [23] to predict crack growth from an alumina inclusion 
in bearing steel. In their model, a repeated Hertzian contact pressure having a maximum value of ~1 
GPa was applied to represent the load of the equivalent roller passing over the inner raceway. Also, a 
circular alumina inclusion or a void of 5 µm in radius was embedded with a crack of 1.5 µm length that 
was initiated from the inclusion or the void. Their model investigated the effect of different 
interactions between the inclusion and the steel matrix, as well as different crack directions. The 
interface between the inclusion and the matrix was modelled either as a perfect bonding or by using 
cohesive elements that were not allowed to fail. Their study highlighted the role of the interface 
between an inclusion and the steel matrix. However, this study excluded the de-bonding between the 
inclusion and the steel matrix, which was observed in a previous study using Atomic Force Microscopy 
(AFM) [22]. Also, it is expected that considerations of the effect of surface traction could also provide 
new insights into the crack growth rate.  
Another study [20] modelled the microstructure alteration that forms butterfly wings in three 
dimensions. The load was applied as a Hertzian pressure distribution with a maximum value of 2 GPa 
and contact width of b=50 µm. This pressure moved repetitively over the contact area. A spherical 
inclusion of 16 µm diameter was embedded at distance of 0.5b from the surface. The inclusion was 
considered to be perfectly bonded to the steel matrix. A damage model based on the Continuum 
Damage Mechanics (CDM) [19] was used to simulate the formation of the butterfly wings in the 3D 
simulation. This formation occurred by transforming the martensite to ferrite, according to the CDM. 
The main finding of this study was the lateral expansion of the butterfly wing after reaching a certain 
length. This finding could explain the experimental observation of some butterfly wings without 
inclusions due to the removal of the inclusion that is out of the examined surface during the sectioning. 
This will leave butterfly wings without inclusion in the examined surface. Although their model 
considered many variables, it did not explain the crack formation and neglected the de-bonding 
between the inclusion and the steel matrix, which had been widely observed. 
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The previous studies reviewed here show different ways of modelling damage initiation from non-
metallic inclusions. However, three important issues have not been considered in these studies. 
Firstly, modelling the elongated inclusions, such as MnS, is less common; secondly, the de-bonding 
between the inclusion and the steel matrix is not considered, although it is frequently observed; and 
thirdly, the extreme loading, such as high surface traction, has not been investigated, although it may 
be a main factor in the premature failure of WTGBs. In this study, 2D FE models have been developed 
to address these issues to provide an understanding for the stress state that could initiate cracking 
due to elongated MnS inclusion. 
 FE Modelling 
The FE modelling in this study aims to provide an insight into the stress state around a MnS inclusion 
in bearing steel under the effect of normal and tangential loads on the surface of contact between the 
roller and inner raceway of a bearing. This could clarify the mechanism of subsurface initiated damage, 
of WEA and micro-cracks, from non-metallic inclusions.  
2.1 Models description: 
The development of the FE models was based on the dimensions of the NREL 750 kW Wind Turbine 
(WT) planetary bearings that is shown in Figure 1. To investigate the premature failure occurs in the 
loaded zone of inner raceway in planetary bearings, only the part under the maximum load in this 
zone was modelled. The models were mainly the plane strain of Two Dimensional (2D) cross section 
in the circumferential direction of the inner raceway as shown in Figure 1. This represents a section of 
the inner raceway with Hertzian pressure distribution on the surface, to characterise contact with the 
roller under the maximum rolling element load ܳ଴. The inclusion was represented by an ellipse of a 
certain dimension, depth and inclusion-steel matrix interaction properties. In addition to the normal 
contact pressure, surface traction with Hertzian distribution was also applied to some of these models. 
The dimensions of the model, such as the thickness of the inner raceway, are identical to those in the 
actual bearing. The angle of the sector for the geometry in the model was chosen to be the angle that 
covers the effect of the roller under the maximum rolling element load ܳ଴ which equals to 
360°/number of rollers. The mechanical properties for bearing steel according to different standards 
are shown in Table 1 and the chemical compositions are shown in Table 2. The properties of the 
bearing steel used in the ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ;ヴWぎ ｀Эヰくンが EЭヲヱヰ GP;が yield stress=1786 MPa, and the stress-strain 







Figure 1: A wind turbine planetary stage and the loaded zone (failure zone) in the planetary 
bearings with Illustration for the modelled part, and the adopted boundary conditions and load 
distribution. 
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Table 2: The chemical composition of bearing steel (AISA 52100, 100Cr6, EN31, JIS-SUJ2) [25] 
C  Mn  Si  Cr  Ni Mo  Cu S  P 
0.95–1.10  0.2–0.5  0.15–0.35  1.30–1.60  0.0-0.3 0.0–0.03  0.025-0.3 0.025-0.11  0.0-0.05 
Unidirectional 
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Figure 2: Stress-strain  curve of bearing steel [24]. 
 
For validation, the stress distributions under the surface were compared with that from the analytical 
solution represented by the line contact [27], as shown in Figure 3. The validation includes subsurface 
stresses at x=0 and x=0.9 * half width of contact (b), as shown in Figure 3. In this figure, the COT is the 
Coefficient Of Traction which represents the ratio of surface traction q to the normal contact pressure 
p. The maximum contact pressure pmax=1700 MPa was applied, since this value is close to the 
maximum contact pressure with torque reversal during shutdown [28]. Although higher contact 
pressure occurs during start up, the pmax=1700 MPa is closer to the maximum contact pressure during 
normal operation [29][30], which makes the results more conservative. This figure shows accurate 














Figure 3: Validation of the FE models at different values of surface traction represented by the 
Coefficient Of Traction (COT). The pmax equals1700 MPa and b is the half width of contact. 
2.2 Inclusion description: 
TｴW ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉﾉWS ;ゲ ; T┞ヮW A ふMﾐ“ぶ H┞ ;ﾐ WﾉﾉｷヮデｷI;ﾉ ゲｴ;ヮW ｷﾐIﾉｷﾐWS H┞ ヴヵこ to the Over Rolling 
Direction (ORD). Its dimensions as semi-minor and semi-major radii were9.6 ݉ߤ and 28 ݉ߤ, 
respectively. The centre of this inclusion was 80 ݉ߤ from the surface and is exactly below the centre 
of the contact width at x=0. TｴW ヮヴﾗヮWヴデｷWゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ┌ゲWS ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ┘WヴW ｀Эヰくヲヵ ;ﾐS 
E=108GPa as that averaged from 69-147 GPa [31][25].  Two types of modelling were utilized to 
simulate the inclusion-steel matrix interaction. In the first type, the inclusion was defined by a 
partition of different material properties perfectly bonded to the steel matrix in which no separation 
was allowed between the contacted bodies. The inclusion in the second type was modelled as a 
separate body with contact interaction between the inclusion and the steel matrix in which separation 
was allowed between the contacted bodies. The interaction was hard contact, to allow separation 
after contact but without penetration. This modelling for the interaction between the inclusion and 
the steel matrix aimed to mimic the non-perfect bonded or separated inclusion, as observed from the 
examination of a wind turbine planetary bearing [22]. A mesh sensitivity study was conducted using 
three models of different element size in the location of the inclusion and the contact area. The 
element sizes used in these models were 10 ´ﾏが ヲ ´ﾏ, and 0.5 ´ﾏ respectively. It was found that 
reducing element size from 10 ´ﾏ デﾗ 0.5 ´ﾏ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ Iｴ;ﾐｪW デｴW ﾏ;デIｴ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW FE solution and 
the analytical solution. In this study, an element size of 0.5 µm was chosen to improve the 
representation for the geometry of the elliptical shape of the inclusion and its gap with the steel 
matrix.  
 Local Effect of Inclusion for Different Steel Matrix Bonding 
Two models were utilized, one with an embedded inclusion, and the other without in order to 
investigate the local effect of inclusions on subsurface stress distribution and concentration. One 
elongated MnS inclusion was embedded in a circumferential section of the inner raceway of a NREL 
750 kW WT planetary bearing. A normal load with Hertzian distribution of pmax= 1700 MPa was used 
for both models, with and without inclusion. For the model with inclusion, the interface between the 
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x=0.9b, COT=0, Analytical x=0.9b, COT=0.2, Analytical x=0.9b, COT=0.3, Analytical
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inclusion was modelled as perfectly bonded to the steel matrix; secondly, it was modelled as another 
body confined inside the steel matrix with contact interaction. Stress variation was found across the 
inclusion and at its tip along lines (a) and (b), as shown in Figure 4. The stress variation results are 
shown in Figure 5, and they clearly reveal local stress concentration around the inclusion without 
changing the stress distribution far from the inclusion., his local stress concentration shows that even 
soft inclusions such as MnS can still cause high stress concentrations which can initiate localised plastic 
deformation by comparing these stress values with the yield stress of the modelled steel, as shown in 
Section 2.2. Accordingly, the effect of inclusion bonding is very clear, showing that the separation may 
have a significant effect on the level of stress concentration.  
 
Figure 4: Paths for measuring the variation of ߪv at pmax=1700 MPa. Path (a) crosses the stress 
concentration near the tip of the inclusion, and path (b) crosses the inclusion (the contact surface 
is 80  below the inclusion). 
 
 
Figure 5: Local effect of the inclusion on the variation of von Mises stress (ߪv) under pmax=1700 
MPa. 
Even for the perfectly bonded MnS inclusion, the stress almost doubled at the tip, which highlights 
the importance of considering the inclusions for subsurface stress and damage calculations. The stress 
increase at the inclusion tip due to separation from the steel matrix, could make the yielding or stress 
induced transformation more feasible at lower contact pressure, than that expected if the inclusion 
effect is neglected. The local stress concentration around the tips of MnS inclusions could be 
correlated to the local microstructure alteration, such as WEA. However, this stress may not cause an 
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compression stress under loading. Nevertheless, during the unloading, the residual stress needs to be 
investigated, as discussed in the following section. 
 Effect of Normal and Tangential Loading-Unloading On Residual 
Stress 
The load on each point on the raceways alternates between loading and unloading during the pass of 
each roller. A FE model with contact interaction between a MnS inclusion and the steel matrix was 
utilized to show the effect of loading-unloading - with and without surface traction - on the residual 
stress around inclusion tips. This kind of loading was modelled by a Hertzian pressure distribution that 
changed between zero and maximum, which was a simplification for the roller moving over the point 
of maximum load on the raceway.  
A similarity between the stress distribution around the inclusion, and the butterfly wings pattern was 
observed during the variation of surface loading. At the maximum load pmax=1700 MPa without surface 
traction (q=0 MPa), the stress around the inclusion and inside it, is shown in Figure 6. At maximum 
loading, the stress exceeded the average yield limit for bearing steel of 1800 MPa presented in Table 
1, as shown in Figure 7. The contour of equivalent stress, and the localized yielding show a similarity 
with the topography of the butterflies wings observed from the examination of the failed bearings. 
However, better matching is observed when a maximum surface traction of qmax=600 MPa is applied, 
as shown in Figure 8. Nevertheless, no crack opening at inclusion tip could be expected under loading 
since the principle stresses show compression, as shown in Figure 9. On the other hand, as shown in 
Figure 10, the high value of residual stress after removing the load shows tension at the inclusion tip 
which could stimulate and drive crack opening. Accordingly, the factors affecting the development of 
this stress were investigated.  
 
a   b 
Figure 6: Stress contours at pmax=1700 MPa and q=0 MPa. Figure (a) shows stress in matrix and 
inclusion and Figure (b) shows stress inside the inclusion only. 
 




a   b 
Figure 8: Stress contours and localized yielding at tips of MnS inclusion under pmax=1700 MPa and 
qmax=600 MPa. Figure (a) shows stress contours and Figure (b) shows the localized yielding. 
 
  
a  b 
Figure 9: Compression stress at tips of MnS inclusion. Figure (a) shows stress under pmax=1700 MPa 
and Figure (b) shows stress under pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=600 MPa. 
a   b 
c     d 
Figure 10: Tensile stresses at unloading. Figures (a) and (c) show stresses after loading of 
pmax=1700 MPa; and Figures (b) and (d) show stresses after loading of pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=600 
MPa. 
The effect of the inclusion-steel matrix interaction, and the value of pmax and qmax on residual stress 
around the inclusion tips were investigated. It was observed that no residual stress was developed 
when the inclusion was modelled with perfect bonding to the steel matrix. This highlights the role of 
the separation between the inclusion and the steel matrix as a non-perfect bonding, or a gap attached 
to the inclusion as observed from the examination of the failed bearings. The effect of surface traction 





traction and high normal load, another model with a normal load only of Hertzian distribution with 
pmax=3000 MPa was developed to investigate the effect on the residual stress. The results of this 
model, as shown in Figure 11, showed almost the same residual tensile stresses as from pmax=1700 
MPa and qmax=600 MPa in Figure 10. This result supports the occurrence of subsurface damage due to 
high surface traction rather than high normal load. The reason for this is that the results from previous 
studies, such as [32], did not show the contact pressure reaching a very high value, such as 3000 MPa, 
while surface traction is confirmed from the metallurgical examinations [22]. Additionally, in the 
following section, a comparison between the observed butterfly wings, and the inclination of the 
stress concentrations around the inclusion will be made to support the occurrence of surface traction. 
a   
b  
c    
Figure 11: (a) Equivalent stress at pmax=3000 MPa , (b) Principle stress at unloading, and (c) 
Equivalent stress at unloading. 
The stress distribution during maximum loading could explain the microstructural change in the form 
of WEA, and the tensile stress during unloading could explain the crack opening at the inclusion tip 
where there is a separation between the inclusion and the bearing steel. These results could solve the 
dilemma of explaining the sequence of WEA and the associated micro-crack in the observed butterfly 
wings. The rubbing theory to explain the relationship between the WEA and the associated cracks, 
assumes the occurrence of the cracks first, and the WEA is generated by the rubbing between the 
crack faces under loading-unloading conditions [33]. Although the evolution of the WEA in this 
mechanism may happen - and it cannot be proved or disproved using the current model - the crack 
opening at inclusion tips under compression load only may not be possible under facture mode I, as 
shown in Figure 9. This finding can be supported by a previous study that shows that the micro-plastic 
strain of bearing steel occurs under less load in tension than in compression [34]. Accordingly, the 
separation between the inclusion, and the steel and the occurrence of tensile stress at unloading, are 





development of the residual plastic strain, that could be related to the microstructural change and 
crack opening will be discussed in Section 5.  
 Effect of Cyclic Loading  
The evolution of maximum equivalent stress, residual stress and equivalent plastic strain under a 
number of loading-unloading cycles was investigated. Repeating the loading/unloading for a number 
of cycles was applied in a model with pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=320 MPa, which is equivalent to 
COT=0.188. This value of COT is not extremely high, and keeps the maximum stress under the surface. 
The amplitude of normal and tangential load was varied between zero and maximum during ten 
identical cycles, as shown in Figure 12, where the pmax and qmax at any time was 1700 MPa*Amplitude 
and 320 MPa*Amplitude, respectively. In order to define the ten cycles of loading-unloading, the time 
period defined in this simulation is divided into ten equal intervals. The value of the time period does 
not affect the simulation since the model is quasi-static and it is only used to enable tracking the 
change of the results at each load cycle. The letters in this figure are utilized to discuss the variation 
ﾗa ﾏ;┝ｷﾏ┌ﾏ ┗ﾗﾐ MｷゲWゲ ゲデヴWゲゲ ふゝv) and its residual stress in Figures 13, and the equivalent plastic strain 
(PEEQ) in Figure 14. It was aﾗ┌ﾐS デｴ;デ ゝ v at maximum load decreases while the residual stress increases 
with increasing the number of cycles, as shown in Figure 13. This may justify the accumulated stress 
or strain induced phase transformation such as WEA. The increase in the equivalent plastic strain and 
residual stress can be explained by the ratchetting mechanism.  
 
 






a   
 
b  
Figure 13: (a) Stress variation at the inclusion tip due to the load amplitude variation shown in 
Figure 12 with pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=320 MPa. In this figure, point A is the stress at no load and 
no residual stress; point C is the stress when the load reaches its maximum value (pmax); point D is 
the stress when the load during the unloading reaches pmax/2, at this point the residual stress 
starts to build-up ; E is the stress point when the load during unloading reaches zero, at this point 
the residual stress reaches its maximum value for this load cycle; and F is the stress when the load 
during the loading of the second loading cycle reaches  pmax/2. (b) Stress at maximum load and 





Figure 14: Equivalent plastic strain at inclusion tip due to the load amplitude variation shown in 
Figure 12 with normal load of pmax=1700 MPa and surface traction of qmax=320 MPa (the upper 
case letters have a similar representation in Figure 13). 
To show the effect of surface traction during cyclic loading, the results in Figures 13 and 14 were 
compared with that from another model, where only a normal load was applied. The same amplitude 
shown in Figure 12 was used with pmaxЭヱΑヰヰ MP;く TｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲ ﾗa Wケ┌ｷ┗;ﾉWﾐデ ゲデヴWゲゲ ゝv and equivalent 
plastic strain are shown in Figures 15 and 16 respectively. The values and the variation of residual 
stress and the equivalent plastic strain, are much higher when there are normal and tangential forces 
on the surface.  Accordingly, any stress or strain induced microstructure alteration, such as WEA, will 
be much faster if surface traction occurs. Also, the higher tensile residual stress makes crack opening 







Figure 15: (a) Stress variation at inclusion tip during cyclic loading with the peaks and valleys 
having similar representation to that in Figure 13 (the load amplitude applied is shown in Figure 12 






Figure 16: Equivalent plastic strain at inclusion tip without surface traction during cyclic loading. 
The highlighted part of the curve shows the stepwise increase of the PEEQ as in Figure 14, but with 
smaller rate (the load amplitude applied is shown in Figure 12 and pmax=1700 MPa). 
 
 Comparison with Butterflies Wings Observed in a Wind Turbine 
Gearbox Bearing Using Different Surface Traction Directions 
The surface traction was shown in the previous section to have a significant effect on the stress and 
strain around the inclusion. The possible cause of surface traction in WTGBs was investigated by 
correlating the direction of surface traction, to the inclination direction of the observed butterflies 
wings in the failed bearings. Two models were developed with a Hertzian distribution of normal 
contact pressure, and a tangential surface traction of pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=600 MPa. Each of these 
models has an embedded MnS inclusion with a contact interaction between this inclusion and the 
steel matrix. These models are identical, except for the direction of the surface traction, as shown in 
Figure 17. The load amplitude in both models was varied between maximum and minimum to simulate 
the loading/unloading on the raceway, as explained in Section 4. At maximum load the stress around 
the inclusions is shown in Figure 18; and for unloading the residual stress and equivalent plastic strain 
are shown in Figure 19. These results show clearly the significant effect of the traction direction on 
residual stress and equivalent plastic strain, if an elongated inclusion with a certain angle is 
considered. To demonstrate the stress distribution around a perfectly rounded stress riser, two similar 
models were developed, but here the inclusions were replaced by a circular void of 2 microns radius. 
The results of these models as shown in Figure 20 illustrate identical symmetry around the diagonal 
axis regardless of the surface traction direction, which was not the case for the elliptical inclined 
inclusion. Accordingly, this observation can be used to predict the direction of the surface traction in 







Figure 17: The Modelling types (A and B) used to investigate the effect of surface traction direction 
on stress and strain at inclusion tips. In these models, pmax equals 1700 MPa and qmax equals 600 
MPa. 
 
 a   c 
b   d 
Figure 18: Stress at maximum load from the models in Figure 17. Figures (a) and (b) result from 















a   d 
b   e 
c   f 
Figure 19: Residual stress and equivalent plastic strain at unloading based on the models in Figure 
17. Figures (a) to (c) result from model (A); and Figures (d) to (f) result from model (B). 
 
a   b 
Figure 20: Illustrations for stress around 2 µm circular gap under different directions of surface 
traction, shown in Figure 17. Figure (a) results from model (A); and Figure (b) results from model 
(B). 
Different surface traction directions can make either an acute or an obtuse angle with the ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐげゲ 
major axis, (i.e. the line that links the initiation points of the butterfly wings), as shown in Figure 17. 
When this angle is acute, as in Figures 17 (a) and (b), and Figure 19 (a) to (c), the stress concentration 
around the inclusion tips matches the feature of butterflies wings better, specifically the inclination 
angle of the butterfly wings. Figure 21 shows some of the observed butterflies wings and the ORD in 
uncoated and Black Oxide (BO) coated bearings [22][35][5]. If no sliding is assumed between rollers 
and races, the direction of surface traction should be complementary/opposite to the rolling direction. 
However, it was found that this pure rolling results in an obtuse angle between this surface traction 
and the line that links the initiation points of the butterfly wings, as shown in Figure 21. Thus, lower 
stress and plastic strain occur at the inclusion tip, as shown in Figure 17 and 19. On the other hand, 
the surface traction due to sliding or reversed rotation makes an ;I┌デW ;ﾐｪﾉW ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐげゲ ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ 
axis which results in high stress and plastic strain at the inclusion tips, as shown in Figure 17 and 19. 
This finding highlights the occurrence of high surface traction in WT planetary bearings, which could 
be due to sliding or reversed rotation. 










The damage initiation at MnS inclusion was investigated using FE modelling and correlations of the 
results with observations from failed wind turbine gearbox bearings. The following conclusions can be 
drawn from the present investigation: 
1. It was found that stress concentration contours and localized yielding around the tips of the 
modelled inclusion resemble the WEA in the butterflies wings. This local stress distribution is 
similar to the distribution of butterflies wings observed in examined bearings. It was also 
observed that a surface traction in the ORD, which can occur due to reversed rotation or 
sliding, increases the similarity between the WEA in the butterflies wings, and the stress 
distribution at inclusion tips.  
2. In the modelling of a MnS inclusion, the separation between the inclusion and the steel matrix 
shows a significant effect on the stress concentration with an increase of 167%. However, even 
for the perfectly bonded MnS inclusion the stress level is almost doubled at the tips with an 
increase of 79.1%, which highlights the importance of considering the inclusions for 
subsurface stress calculations.  
3. It was found that, in addition to the compression stress during loading, tensile residual stress 
and equivalent plastic strain were generated around the tips of the inclusion when a gap was 
modelled between the inclusion and the steel matrix. The tensile residual stress is 38.6% of 
the compression stress under normal load only of pmax=1700 MPa, and it reaches 62.7% under 
20 µm 
ORD 
Surface traction (rolling without sliding) 
Surface traction (sliding or reverse rotation) 
10 µm 10 µm 
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normal and tangential load of pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=600 MPa respectively. However, no 
residual stress was developed when the inclusion was modelled as perfectly bonded with the 
steel matrix. The tensile residual stress increases with cyclic loading by a rate of 5.5% for the 
first ten cycles under normal and tangential load of pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=320 MPa 
respectively. Surface traction that makes ;ﾐ ;I┌デW ;ﾐｪﾉW ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐげゲ ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ ;┝ｷゲ 
increases the tensile residual stress by 465%, comparing with the obtuse angle, under normal 
and tangential load of pmax=1700 MPa and qmax=600 MPa respectively. Accordingly, specific 
surface traction value and direction can accelerate crack opening and any stress or strain 
induced microstructure alteration, such as WEA. 
4. Correlating the results of FE modelling and the inclination of the butterfly wings suggests the 
occurrence of reversed rotation or sliding in the ORD between the contact surfaces which 
causes high surface traction that makes acute angle with ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐげゲ ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ ;┝ｷゲ. 
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